Mini books offer valuable content information in a kid-friendly format. Each student can be given his or her own book to keep. They can also color, draw, or annotate the book as instructed by their teacher. These books also provide a great home link, as students can take them home and share the information they are learning with their family.

To assemble a book follow these simple instructions.

1. Fold back
2. Then over
3. Nest together
4. Staple at the spine
Ready to eat and full of flavor, they are ready to harvest. The kernels inside the husk are ripe and turn brown and dry, but when the corn silk has fallen, it’s time to harvest.

Including the United States, an important crop in many countries, it is also called maize. Corn is one of the oldest crops known, having been grown by thousands of people for centuries.

Although sweet corn is a popular food, corn has many other uses beyond the dinner table. In the United States, the majority of corn is grown as animal feed or fuel. Despite being an ancient crop, corn continues to play an important role in our lives today.
Every plant will produce one or two ears of corn. Special leaves called husks protect the ears. If you peel back the husk, you will see the kernels of corn inside.

There are many different types of corn. Some types are used for food, like sweet corn or popcorn. Other types are used to make things like fuel or animal feed.